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During the aftermath ofHurri
cane Andrew, a man hugs his
dog in the back ofan Army truck
while awaiting emergency
veterinary care. The dog was
injured in a dog attack. See
article, page 4.
D

WRIGHT LEGACY Is To ENCOURAGE Us To GROW
PHYLLIS
LED,
SHARED,
AND
INSPIRED
Dhyllis Wright died October 3 after a long and valiant struggle against
rcancer.
For more than two decades, Phyllis was our ambassador to the animal
sheltering and control community.She began her work with HSUS at the
right time and was unquestionably the right person for the job.Through the
years, Phyllis shared her wit and wisdom with thousands of dedicated men
and women striving to improve the lives of animals in their communities.
She was a leader who provided answers as well as direction, values as well as
strategies.
In 1978, she founded the Animal Control Academy to offer comprehen
sive, basic training for shelter workers and animal control officers.Today,
many of the Academy's graduates are themselves leaders in the field.Phyllis
also created Shelter Sense to help spread good ideas from one city or county
to hundreds of others across America.Indeed, Phyllis was not only a leader
but a facilitator, a professional who believed that The HSUS's vision of
community animal protection could best be achieved through training,
networking, and sharing of information between organizations.
We live in a cynical time.More often than not our heroes fall from their
pedestals when we begin to see them as they really are ...stripped of their
carefully crafted images and clever sound bites.Phyllis was different.She
was never above us or apart from us, but always among us.She had experi
ences not unlike those we all share, and she led more by example and
consensus than by edict.We loved her most because she wasn't perfect; she
was real.We playfully delighted in the knowledge that Wright could be
wrong (though infrequently so).And in those moments, Phyllis could laugh
at herself.
She is gone from us now, but in a larger sense she still remains.We are
much better people, many of us, for having fallen under her influence.Such
a thing cannot be said for many we have known.And, in each of us who
continue her work, our work, the memory of Phyllis will linger and her
legacy will grow.
L

By Susan Bury Stauffer,

First Editor of Shelter Sense

A fter a long bout with can
r\.. cer, Phyllis Wright died
October 3 at age 65. Shelter
Sense readers will remember
her as the creator of this pub
lication and as HSUS's chief
animal sheltering and control
specialist for two decades.
But many readers will re
member Phyllis in much more
personal ways. If she testified
before your city council about
animal issues, you will think
of her no-nonsense attitude
and dedication to the welfare
c animals. If you attended
one of Phyllis' training ses
sions, you will remember how
important it was to her that
you got the training you
needed to be a professional.
If you called Phyllis in frus
tration because your proposed
ordinance failed to pass or because you simply could not
euthanize one more animal, she was the
comforting voice on the end of the
telephone line-the person who accepted
your pain and inspired you to keep
going. She was a mentor to hundreds of
people, but she made each of us feel as
though we were her special friend.
In Phyllis' early career, she trained
military dogs and then owned a boarding
kennel. She managed the Washington
(D.C.) Animal Rescue League and served
as a board member of the nonprofit D.C.
Tail Waggers Animal Clinic. In Mary
land, Phyllis served as Prince George's
County Animal Control Commissioner
for seven years and helped found the
'ontgomety County Humane Society.
Joining HSUS in 1969, Phyllis became
the organization's chief liaison with
animal shelters in 1975. In 1983, she was

often ended up among her
admiring disciples.
Phyllis was instrumental
in the nationwide trend to
improve euthanasia meth
ods, while working diligently
on spay/neuter programs to
stop the need for euthanasia.
She had long wanted to start
" a professional newsletter-to
·ill encourage and inform the
E
� hard-working people she
-s"j: cared so much about-and
]l called the 1978 launch of
-� Shelter Sense a "dream come
� true." She founded HSUS's
� Animal Control Academy
' i and in countless other ways
� increased the professionalism
� of our field.
�
Many of us feel a
<iii profound loss at Phyllis'
t passing. However, there is
something we can do for
0
=....=�-----"= her-and that is to keep
working for animals and to
allow our profession to
develop in new, productive
directions. Above all, Phyllis wanted us to
grow.
D
0

l

Phyllis Wright

named vice president for companion
animals.
Once Phyllis arrived on the national
scene, she never stopped moving. She
traveled throughout the country,
sometimes making three to four trips in a
month, to testify before state and local
legislatures, speak at professional meet
ings, inspect animal shelters, or train
shelter staff.
Phyllis was confronted with a broad
spectrum of performance in animal
sheltering and control, from programs
that were national models to rural
"pounds" that could only be called "pits."
Phyllis was equipped to step in at every
level, from the most sophisticated
legislative program to the basics of
sanitation. Officials who dragged their
heels were in for sharp rebukes-but they

D

onations ftom individuals and
organizations in memory of
Phyllis Wright can be made to The
HSUS Animal Control Academy
Scholarship Fund, established in
Phyllis' honor upon her retirement in
1991. The Fund helps continue
Phyllis' work in preparing and
training professional personnel to
protect and care for animals. Please
make check payable to The HSUS
Animal Control Academy Scholarship
Fund, and send clo The Animal
Control Academy, 5126-A McFarland
Blvd, East, Tuscaloosa, AL 35405.D
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ANDREW AND ANIMALS: SURVEYING THE WRECICAGE
By Laura Bevan, Director, HSUS
Southeast Regional Office
"\Vlhen Hurricane Andrew smashed
W through Dade County, Florida, in
the early morning hours of August 24, it
altered forever the lives of every creature
in its path, human and animal alike.
The devastation was unbelievable and
the losses incalculable. The HSUS
quickly joined local groups and citizens
in providing hands-on assistance to ani
mals in distress. But the need for compre
hensive pre-disaster plans was evident
throughout the ordeal.
The day before the disaster, South
Florida mobilized for Andrew's antici
pated arrival. People fled along dogged
highways with their pets. Some arrived at
evacuation shelters only to be told the sad
truth that animals, no matter how small
or how cherished, were not allowed in
side. Others chose to ride out the storm
in their homes. No one, however, was fully
prepared for the extent of Andrew's fury.
The number of animals killed in the
chaos is immeasurable. As buildings were
torn to shreds by gusts of wind up to 225
miles per hour, horses bolted from stables,
dogs and cats fled in terror from their
homes, and thousands of exotic ani
mals-such as primates, boa constrictors,
and birds-----escaped from wos, import
stations, and private collector facilities. Mi
ami Metrowo was practically destroyed;
over two thousand primates were run
ning at large from numerous facilities.
Thousands of dogs and cats roamed
neighborhoods lost, injured, and hungry.
Hundreds of dead and injured horses
could be seen scattered across the rural
countryside near the City of Homestead,
the hardest-hit area.
Joe Torregrosa of the South Florida
SPCA, the first to contact the HSUS
Southeast Regional Office, quickly began
rescue efforts for injured horses up to
their necks in mud or in agony from

broken bones and deep gouges caused by
storm-thrown airborne objects. The
SPCA struggled to save the ones they
could and humanely destroyed those
beyond hope.
Within the first week, a compound
for lost horses was set up on Krome Av
enue-the center of the disaster area.
Large animals with more severe injuries
were sent to Tropical Park, a former race
track, for treatment. The numbers of
animals at both sites soon burgeoned to
almost 200.
Within two weeks, it became apparent
that a facility near the disaster area was
also needed for lost pets. Sally Matluk of
Citizens Against Pet Overpopulation in
Fort Lauderdale answered that need. She
and her husband, John Boisseau, brought
an RV, tents, generators, and other equip
ment to the Krome compound for horses.
Nicholas Gilman of The HSUS's
Companion Animals section and Dr.
Steve Kritsick, HSUS StaffVeterinarian,
soon arrived on the scene to provide
expertise in setting up and operating the
compound. The South Carolina Animal
Control Association sent 250 crates to
the site to house lost dogs and cats. With
the help of the Army's 478th Civil Affairs
Battalion and Colonel Thelton McCorkle,
massive army tents provided shade for
volunteer vets and for animals. Daily, the
Army brought food and necessary sup
plies for the humans in the compound.
The Orlando Humane Society provided
an air-conditioned Coachman trailer for
an office and a 44-foot trailer for food
storage and distribution. Volunteers from
around the country traveled to South
Florida to stay at the compound and
assist relief efforts for pets.
By dosing, the Krome Compound
had housed up to 500 dogs and cats. "It's
like someone played musical chairs with
everyone's pets," said Sue McLeod of
South Carolina, who spent over a month
helping animals in the disaster area.

"People would bring one lost animal to
the compound and then fill out a lost-pet
report on their own dog or cat." Around
the-dock emergency veterinary care was
provided to another estimated 1,000
dogs and cats, whose injuries were prima
rily the result of car accidents or attacks
by loose dogs, since fences had become
almost nonexistent.
Naming every person who contrib
uted to disaster relief efforts for pets after
Andrew would be impossible. Many
exceptional individuals gave up the com
fort of their homes to devote 15 hours a
day in South Florida's heat and humid
ity, living in tents and trailers, eating food
provided by the Army, and dreaming of
showers and toilets that worked. Agencies
and individuals across the nation must
also be commended for organizing dona
tion drives and contributing their time
and money to help the needy animals.
These volunteers are the unsung heroes
of the disaster.
Beyond the happy reunions and sad
tales of the animal victims of Hurricane
Andrew, however, there are lessons for
each of us. Before the next disaster strikes,
detailed plans need to be made on na
tional, state, and local levels. Every indi
vidual and animal shelter should think
about and plan exactly what they will do
in their area or a neighboring one in the
event of an emergency. State humane and
animal control associations must work with
humane emergency preparedness organi
zations to become part of their network.
Animal care and control agencies should
take advantage of the 20-20 hindsight of
Hurricane Andrew to ensure that, if and
when a disaster strikes, the chaotic after
math of Andrew will not be repeated.
In light ofthe havoc wreaked by Hurri
cane Andrew, The HSUS has added an
other Pre-Expo seminar to Animal Care
Expo '.93. The seminar, on disaster plan
ning, will be conducted the day ofMarch
17 See page 14for details.
D
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SHELTERS AND SENIORS: MAICING THE PERFECT
MATCH____________
By Jill Shepherd

S

cientists and psychologists are
finally proving what pet owners have
known for ages-pets enhance the
quality of life. Not only is research on the
way to showing the psychological
benefits of the human-animal relation
ship, but also studies have shown that
petting a companion animal actually
lowers blood pressure, reduces the heart
rate, and may increase length of life! (See
sidebar on pages 6-7.)
"A pet can provide a boundless
measure of love, adoration, and unquali
fied approval," says well-known clinical
psychologist Boris Levinson. "Many
elderly and lonely individuals have
'iscovered that pets satisfy their needs
md enable them to hold on to the world
of reality, of care, of human toil and
sacrifice, and of intense emotional
relationships. Their self-concept as
worthwhile individuals is restored and
even enhanced when they find that the
pet they have been caring for loves them
in return."
Companion animals satisfy the needs
of the lonely, the depressed, and the ill.
Pets can restore order to life and provide
a sense of well-being and a firm grasp of
reality. The potential for benefits from
companion animals seems greatest, then,
for senior citizens, for whom the bond
with animal companions can have the
strongest and most profound effects.
The Ideal Adopter
Not only are pets good for seniors,
seniors are good for pets-and for
shelters. Senior citizens, as a whole,
embody the characteristics and attitudes
the adoption counselor looks for in every
potential adopter.
With the retirement years comes a
more flexible lifestyle, more time, and
often more financial stability, all of which
are prime advantages for companion

Pet Food Institute

Promoting adoptions to seniors is promoting mutually beneficial relationships.

animal ownership. Senior citizens who
are retired and settled down and ready to
relax and enjoy leisure time, and also
those who are homebound because of
their health, are often in the perfect
position to adopt a comforting cat or a
devoted dog.
In addition, senior citizens, who have
a lifetime of experience and the wisdom
of the years, are as a class extremely
receptive to the humane ethic. If, during
their lifetime, they have owned pets, they
already understand the needs of compan
ion animals and are less likely to give an
animal up because of unforeseen difficul
ties.
Finally, at a practical level, seniors can
be financially beneficial to the shelter.
Encouraging seniors to adopt and
support the shelter's efforts will increase
the likelihood of their remembering the
shelter in their wills and bequests.
Cultivating the support of the senior
members of the community-through
pleasant adoption experiences and other

avenues-can translate into long-term
organizational stability and success.
Fulfilling a Need
Seniors are also prime candidates for
adopting older animals. Because the
personalities of older animals are easier to
assess, adoption counselors can make a
match that will ensure a life-long
friendship. Puppies or kittens, for
obvious reasons, are less likely to be
compatible with seniors who are less
energetic or physically handicapped.
Seniors who qualify for adoption are
the precious and wonderful folk for
whom an older pet is often the perfect
mate. Marc Paulhus, vice president of
companion animals for The HSUS,
explains, "Senior citizens, more than any
other segment of our population,
understand the needs of older pets. They
tend to be attentive and unhurried and
can lavish their affections on those
animals who need it most."
That's why animal shelters should seek
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everyone, is to think about what they like
to do and where they like to gather.
Following are some suggestions for
where to start.
• Senior citizen's centers. Almost every
town has a special organization for senior
citizens. Shelters can advertise in their
community newsletters, place public
notices on their bulletin boards, and find
out how to schedule a pet care class in
their program.
• Retirement communities. Privately
owned residential areas for seniors who
are not bedridden are a great place to
promote shelter services, and even hold
pet-care classes and similar events. And,
because of the close-knit community
nature of many of these facilities, one

S F/S PCA

"Senior citizens, more than any other
segment ofour population, understand
the needs ofolder pets, " says Marc
Paulhus. "They can lavish their affections
on those animals who need it most. "

out seniors. Adopting a pet can enhance
the lives and boost the confidence of
seniors by giving them the opportunity
to serve others in need. This is especially
important for those who feel their
contributions are largely in the past
those whose children have grown and left
the house, who may feel useless or left
out. "You can stress that what they' re
truly doing by adopting an older animal
is rescuing it from almost certain death
because in our youth-obsessed society,
even older animals are no longer wanted
and no longer fit in," says Paulhus. "They
will share a kinship beyond that of the
average pet owner-a reciprocal empathy
and mutual enrichment. "
Promoting Adoptions to Seniors

The best way to reach seniors, as with

senior adopter or volunteer can culture
many others.
• Apartment complexes. Once several
seniors have become friends of the shelter,
they can be used as a network to find
other potential senior adopters or
volunteers. Notices can be placed in
lobbies and on bulletin boards at residen
tial areas that house seniors about classes
and events the shelter has scheduled.
Informational flyers about volunteer
opportunities can also be posted.
• Church groups. Every local church is a
likely place to find senior citizen clubs
and activity groups. Check with the
organizers to arrange pet care workshops
and services and tack a list of volunteer
opportunities on their activity bulletin

SHELTER SENSE -OCTOBER 1 992

boards.
• Rotary clubs, Kiwanis, and other
organizations. Besides being great pools
of potential senior adopters, dubs could
use the shelter as a prime focus for their
community service efforts.
• Public service announcements. Make
sure the PSAs that focus on seniors are

7

aired on appropriate stations. Talk radio,
classical, and easy listening are the most
likely formats for mature audiences.
• Fundraising functions held for seniors
only. Creativity is the key in this area.
Dances and socials are the easiest to think
of, but other events, such as dog shows
for senior pets with senior owners and

� -';};:. •\' ::

in animals. And, furthermore, accord
ing to the journal ofthe American
Veterinary Medical Association, "pet
companionship has the capacity to
reduce the frequency of serious disease
and prolong life."
Besides the physical benefits of
owning a pet, psychologists and
gerontologists are finding that, whether
it can be explained scientifically or not,
pets have a significant effect on the
emotional and psychological well-being
of the owners.
Among the plethora of enrichments
a pet can provide the human psyche are
the following:
• A focus of pleasurable daily
activity--,-a reason to get up in the
morning and go to bed at night.
Companion animals, because they are
so schedule-oriented, serve as "clocks"
to provide a source of order and
stability,

A Head-Start Program for Senior
Adopters

The Ralston Purina Company is
helping many shelters encourage adop
tions of pets over six months of age to
seniors over 60 by covering the cost of
adoption, first inoculations, and spay or
neuter surgery.
Andrea Sellers, Public Relations
Coordinator for the Jacksonville Hu-

THEHEAD PROVES WHAT THE HEART KNOWS: ANIMALS
ARE GOOD FOR PEOPLE
net owners have known for ages
J,;that pets improve the quality of
1ife and make Hfe more enjoyable. As
often happens these days, though,
scientists are beginning to prove
what we, as pet owners and compan
io'rl animal caretakers,. have always
AA.o:wn, .Studies and clinical experi·. 11\etitsa.re showing that pets can
pt'ovi:de both physical and emotional
support to human beings.
Researchers in Australia, for
inStf1.l;l.Ce, have found tha.t pet owners
p}tve stronger heartbeats and lower
n
levels of cholesterol and fat tha
those without pets. Studies at the
University of Maryland and Univer
shy of Pennsylvaiµa have shown that
the survival rate for patients with
chronic diseases is highest for those
who own pets. Petting a companion
�imal reduces the heart rate and
blqoel:' "-pressure-both
in hutnans and
o

checker tournaments, can attract seniors
who aren't yet aware of the shelter.
• Senior adoption "specials." A great way
to promote adoptions to seniors, and to
make qualified seniors less hesitant about
adopting, is to set up a fund to give
discounts to adopters over, say, 60.

Studies show that pets benefit their human companions in ways most animal
guardians never think about.

• Responsibility and a serise of
worth. A companion animal, who is
totally dependent on his or her owner · .
fo r survival, gives the owner a sense of
being needed and wanted.
• Someone to touch and be touched.
Proven countless times scientifically
· -.,nd psychologically, the sense of touch
.as a profound effect on mental and
emotional well-being.
• A reason to look outward, instead

of inward . . As anyone who spends time
with animals knows, the entertainment
value of watching and playing with
compariion anim als cannot be under
rated. For the elderly who are isolated
and somewhat introverted, animals
help take the focus off the self for a
while, which produces a sense of
relaxation and happiness. Animals also
help restore the sense of humor.
• Encouragement to communicate

with the outside world. Taking a dog
for a walk in the park is the perfect
way for an elderly person to get out
into the world. A pet owner is more
at ease talking with strangers who
have pets.
• A source of unquestioning love,
affection, and support. According to
the California Veterinarian, "the
speechless kind of companionship
shared with pets may provide a
source of relaxation that human
companions who demand talk as the
price of companionship may not
provide." Companion animals do not
judge; they only accept.
These benefits are the perfect
prescription for the ailing, the
isolated, the lonely-people who feel
the world has left them behind.
Obviously, elderly persons who live
on their own and are responsible and
willing to care for a p et could benefit
most profoundly from the compan
ionship, responsibility, activity,
exercise, health, and touchin g
relationship that companion animals
D
provide and promote.
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mane Society (P.0. Box 5 1 1, Key Largo,
FL 33037) says "our Purina Pets for
People (PPP) adoptions are the most
successful-we rarely get a PPP adoption
back unless the person dies or is seriously
incapacitated."
The PPP program has helped the
society adopt 2, 100 animals to senior
citizens since 1989. "We're lucky," adds
Sellers. "We don't have to do a lot to
promote adoptions for seniors. Many
have settled in this area, and we fulfill our
quota of ten PPP adoptions every month,
no problem."
Barbara Roland, Office Manager of
the Pulaski County Humane Society
( 14600 Colonel Glenn Road, Little
Rock, AR 7210 1), another participant in
the PPP program, says, "it's a very helpful
program, and the return rate on these
adoptions has been minimal. After that
initial hesitation is over, the adopters
have found how valuable their new
relationship has become."
Ralston Purina, unfortunately, is not
accepting applications from shelters at
this time. But shelters can write Ralston
Purina Company, Checkerboard Square,
St. Louis, MO 60164, to encourage
funding for this important program.
A Grant Program for Companion
Animal Outreach
For shelters that would like financial
assistance to expand their senior citizen
outreach, a potential source of funds for
shelters is Jeff's Companion Animal
Shelter ( 1 128 Main Road, Westport,
MA 02790), founded in 1990. Founders
Betsey Douglas MacDonald and Bill
Connelly opened their "prototype"
shelter with the goal of promoting
knowledge about senior citizens and pets
and set up an adoption service specifically
for senior citizens.
Besides education, the objective of
Jeff's Companion Animal Shelter, funded
entirely by private donations, is to seek

Pet Food Institute

The lifestyle ofmany retirees is well suited
to companion animal ownership. Shelter
stajfshouU coach seniors on how to find
the rightpetfor their goals and situation.

out senior individuals or couples living in
the community and provide them with a
companion animal. The shelter houses a
small number of animals who are
carefully selected from other local shelters
and rescue leagues, inoculated, screened
for health and behavior problems, and
housebroken by MacDonald and
Connelly. "They live like pets already,"
said MacDonald, "with free roam of the
shelter and lots of affection from us."
Sandoz Pharmaceuticals Corporation,
the developer of several drugs for treating
diseases such as osteoporosis,
Parkinsonism, hypertension, and
Alzheimer's, donated $ 100,000 to Jeff's
Shelter to be used as a "grant bank" to
help other shelters that wish to emulate
Jeff's Companion Animal Shelter's
outreach program. Sandoz sponsors over
35,000 medical education programs per
year to increase knowledge of the positive
aspects of aging. They created a film,
"There Were Times, Dear," which
highlighted the companionship of a dog
and raised enough funds to commission
MacDonald to create a coloring book,
"Helping Grandma." Over a two-year
period of time, MacDonald traveled with
Connelly and his dog Jeff to classrooms,

they are 85 years old, are they still going
to be able and willing to care for and
walk the dog? They also must consider,
as unpleasant as it may be, who will care
for the pet when they no longer can."
(See sidebar on pages 1 1-12.)
The pets that seniors adopt should
also reflect fiscal as well as physical and
psychological realities. "Stress that a dog
typically involves greater lifetime ex
penses than a cat, a cat more than a
hamster, a hamster more than a fish,"
explains Paulhus. "A pet can potentially
cost an extraordinary amount of money,
and seniors especially should take note of
this fact." Shelters must be careful to
point out that if one or two pets are
good, ten is not better.

nursing homes, and day care centers to
promote the book and educate about the
needs of seniors.
To apply for a $ 100 to $ 1,000 grant
from Jeff's Companion Animal Shelter,
shelters can call (508) 636-2929 to
request an application. The application
asks shelters to provide information on
their placement plans, including objec
tives, methodologies, follow-up, and
evaluations to be utilized to demonstrate
the positive effects of placement with
senior citizens.
The Adoption Process: Special Consid
erations
Choosing the right pet for a senior
citizen is just as crucial as it is for younger
adults. Senior citizens, especially those
who have recently retired, may relish the
opportunity to travel, which means not
committing to pet ownership. But others
who are active but wish to stay at home
are more suited to adopting an animal.
"Shelters should help seniors project,
just as anyone considering adoption,
what they want to achieve in their lives
and whether or not a pet will fit in to this
scheme," says Paulhus. "If their goals
seem incompatible with, say, dog
ownership, they may opt for a cat, who
does not require outdoor exercise. If they
are uncertain about moving or long-term
commitment, they may want to find
some other way to satisfy their longing
for companion animal interaction, such
as volunteering for the shelter."
The adoption counselor who is
evaluating a potential 75-year-old
adopter should consider two factors: the
age-related needs and lifespan of the pet.
"For a person this advanced in years to
adopt a boisterous young pup," says
Paulhus, "they must consider not only
the amount of energy and time they will
need to expend on training and exercise, )
but also the number of years they will
need to commit to the animal. When

fhe Appeal of Part-Time Companion
ship
Seniors who have evaluated their
lifestyle and decided they want to
maintain a flexible schedule but would
still like to share some time with animals
can have it both ways by volunteering.
The options are boundless for seniors:
humane education; adoption counseling;
composing newsletters for seniors or for
all members; organizing fundraisers;
running thrift and supply shops; or
simply spending time with the animals,
petting cats, and walking shelter dogs.

\\

i

Humane Society of Vero Beach ( F l . )

As volunteers, seniors can offer animal
shelters advantages that rangeftom more
jlexib/,e hours to more varied ta!.ents.

Dog walking alone provides the interac
tion, exercise, and mutual satisfaction
that pet ownership provides-without
the commitment.
Volunteering will not only benefit the
volunteers by giving them purposeful
projects and companion animal contact,
it also will open doors for the shelter.
Cultivating seniors as volunteers helps
foster relationships and, in turn, helps
shelters make contacts with senior
associations and organizations in the
community. Gaining the senior perspec
tive can be beneficial to shelter personnel
and to other volunteers. It will also
promote the functions of the shelter to
people who may be willing to donate
more time, and possibly funds, to the
cause.
Another outreach that senior
volunteers can provide is to participate
in activities designed to promote pet
ownership. Volunteers whose friends
live in retirement communities that
prohibit pet ownership can meet with
landlords to discuss the possibility of
replacing no-pet clauses with respon
sible pet ownership clauses. Lease
restrictions such as a spay/neuter
requirement, waste disposal guidelines,
a scratching post requirement, and a
low security deposit (few pets cause more
than $ 100 worth of damage) can be
implemented, and special fenced-in dog
walking areas can be sectioned off on the
property to allay the fears of landlords,
thus freeing more people to consider the
possibility of owning a pet.
Lending a Helping Hand
In the case of seniors who have
difficulty getting around, are
homebound, or are on a fixed income,
however, owning a pet may be an
appealing but seemingly impossible
prospect. Those who are in most need of
animal companionship are often those
who have the most difficulty providing

the daily care and time necessary.
There are also those who already own
pets and who feel their age, and their
pet's demands, are starting to overwhelm
them. Oftentimes, all that is needed by
these seniors is the helping hand of
shelters-a volunteer to walk their dogs
or provide transportation to the vet, or
even a little financial aid. Seniors who
have companion animals probably don't
need to be convinced, like too many
young pet owners today, that pet
ownership is a rewarding sacrifice-many
forsake their own meals to buy pet food.
Th ey merely need a little boost to
maintain a balance between fulfilling
their needs and their pet's needs.
Progressive shelters across the nation
have developed programs to make it
possible for these special people to
experience the benefits, but not all of the
worries, of having a pet.
"SHARE"ing the Load
"He was a five-year-old Boxer, down
on his luck. He'd been found in an
abandoned house in Oakland, tied to a
chair. He had no food or water and was
emaciated. Humane officers had rescued
him and he had spent the next two
months in the Alameda Animal Shelter
and various foster homes. His exceed
ingly calm and trusting nature belied a
past of abuse and uncertainty; he seemed
more than anything to want to be loved
and to please.
"She was an 83-year-old widow,
homebound and living on a fixed
income. She had no family to speak
of..Her most recent loss-her 12-year
old Boxer-left her completely alone.
"Alice had owned Boxers all her life
and felt a deep connection with her dogs;
they gave her strength and companion
ship throughout her many years. But she
felt she was getting too old to start over
again. What would life be like without
one?"
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This story was told in a newsletter for
the volunteers of the Marin Humane
Society. Fortunately, thanks to their
award-winning SHARE (Special
Human-Animal REiationships)
program, this story had a happy
ending, and the shelter was able to
make two half lives whole again.
The SHARE program won the 1 9 89
International Model Program Award
from the Delta Society (P. O . Box
1 080, Renton, WA 98057- 1 080), an
organization that provides workshops
and training on the subject of the
human-animal bond. The program,
begun in 1 9 8 8 and funded by a group
called Erica's Friends, named in honor
of an eight-year-old killed in an
accident, raised $20,000 in the first
year. Under the umbrella of SHARE,
several different services are provided
by volunteers to help encourage senior
citizens enjoy companionship with
animals.
Adoption for people over 65 is
simplified by a waived adoption fee;
free shots, spay/neuter, and follow-up
care; free starter kit of basic pet
supplies and information; free mem
bership for one year to the humane
society; a 1 0% discount at the humane
society pet supply store; and a free
lifetime cat identification tag or
reduced dog license fee.
The service called "Side by Side"
provides financial assistance with
emergency veterinary care; helps the
homebound care for their pets by
providing food, medical care, flea
control, grooming, and advice and
support; delivers free pet food for the
pets of recipients of the county's Meals
on Wheels program; offers a senior
handler dog obedience class; and
provides visits from volunteers and
their pets to institutionalized seniors
who are unable to have pets of their
own.

"The Meals on Wheels service is one
of the parts of the program that can
take care of itself most of the time, as
far as finances," says Darlene
Mossman, chair coordinator. The
society leaves boxes in participating
supermarkets for donations of pet
food, and volunteers deliver the food to
each participant.
The "Side by Side" program flyer
explains, "with the rising cost of pet food,
veterinary care, and the always necessary
flea powder, it is often difficult for an
older person to maintain beloved cats
and dogs. For the elderly or disabled it is
a double bind, since the animal that is so
expensive to keep and so difficult to care
for is one of the things that makes life
worthwhile. "
"Side by Side" i s now helping 1 1 5
seniors and disabled people in Marin
County keep their pets. "Many times , "
says Mossman, "when people bring i n
their animals t o be euthanized a t the
shelter it's just because they physically
can't provide the care the animal
needs. We've saved a lot of animals,
and maintained a lot of companion
ships, by being able to help out.
"I hear almost every day how much
the program has helped. Seniors call
and write to say that if it wasn't for the
SHARE program, they wouldn't have
this friendship that means so much to
them, and that's the greatest reward of
all our work. "
"Wheels" of Fortune

The Pioneers for Animal Welfare
Society (P.A.W. S . , Box 86 1 Hicksville,
NY 1 1 802) sponsors an outreach
program of their own to help senior
citizens keep their pets. Their Meals on
Wheels for Pets program, in conj unc
tion with the Visiting Nurse Association's
Meals on Wheels program, delivers pet
food supplied by P.A.W. S. to those
clients who have dogs or cats.

Contented Pet Stores in Long Island
offered the food to P.A.W.S . at a
discounted rate, and volunteers deliver
the food to the Meals on Wheels
warehouse each month. The society
also received a donation from Hill's Pet
Products, Inc.
Says Sybil Meisel, Executive Direc
tor of P.A.W. S . : "The program is
unique, yet so obvious once you think
about it. " The only problem, and the
major obstacle, P.A.W. S. encounters is
finding other charity organizations to
participate. "We called around to all
the various Meals on Wheels sponsors
in the area, but no one seems to realize
the importance of the service," said
Meisel. "Those of us in animal work
understand how beneficial pets are to
the elderly, but a lot of people in
geriatrics seem to think that it's a
trivial, secondary thing. "
As it stands, the program feeds 42
pets from the south to the north shore
of Long Island, but P.A.W.S . is
anxious and enthusiastic about expand
ing their outreach. "We just need to
educate people about the importance
of pets to senior citizens. To some of
these homebound people, their pets are
everything. "
Promoting the Benefits while Pro
moting the Shelter

"The important thing, " said Betsey
MacDonald ofJeffs Companion
Animal Shelter, "is to make yourselves
and your special programs visible to
seniors, by visiting councils on aging,
local MRP chapters, and church
organizations and making presenta
tions on the possibility and benefits of
adopting animals to seniors .
"We really want to get the word
out, " said MacDonald, "that animals
have a definite value and a positive
effect on the health of all individuals,
0
but especially senior citizens. "
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HELP SENIOR ADOPTERS PLAN FOR THE FUTURE
The following article, originally written for the Fall 1989 HSUS News by Murdaugh Stuart Madden, HSUS Senior

1 Counsel and Roger Ki,ndler, HSUS General Counsel can guide senior adopters in preparingfor their pet'sfuture in the
event oftheir own death or disabilit;y.
Animal shelter staffshould convey to senior adopters the importance ofmaking such preparations. Adoption counselors can
remind adopters that the shelter would 'be willing to retake possession ofthe animal for possible re-adoption or euthanasia in the
event ofthe adopter's death; however, adopters should be encouraged to make arrangements such as those recommended below
and use the shelter's,services orzly as a last resort.
Many shelters ' adoption contracts include a "reversionary clause, " which requires the adopter who is no longer willing or able
to care for an animal to return that animal to the shelter. The HSUS recommends that such contracts be amended to include a
specific "death or disabilit;y " clause. Under such a clause, an adopter who makes responsible arrangements {such as those recom
mended below) to provide for the pet's disposition upon the owner's death or disabilit;y would be exemptfrom the reversionary
clause requirement.
Humane agencies are encouraged to reprint this article in their newsletter and may wish to provide copies ofit directly to
selected adopters. Please credit The Humane Societ;y ofthe United States.
Caring for and meeting the needs
of our companion anim als requires a
great deal of individual attention,
which ranges from daily feeding to
walking our dogs or playing with
our cats. Our anim als need human
companionship. Pets certainly do
not do well over . t he long term in
isolation or in institutionalized
settings such as commercial kennels
or "no-kill"' animal shelters.
Therefore, each of us who has
pets and is concl'!rned about what
will happen to them when we die
must face the fact that we have a
very predictable problem that must
be addressed during our lifetime, if
it is to be handled and resolved in
any meaningful and satisfactory
manner. It is simply not enough to
say to ourselves that we will let
someone else, such as our executor,
solve the problem or that if we leave
enough money to go toward the care
of our pet, it will be done satisfacto
rily. Bank trust departments never,
and lawyer/executors rarely can take

Humane Society of Wichita County (Tx.)

Pet owners should not re!J on legalistic
solutions to handle the care of their
companion animals after their own
death. Instead, they should make more
responsible arrangements-preferab!J
by re/Jing on friends or relatives whom
they can trust to make a lifelong
commitment to care for the animal
adequate care of this very personal
matter and obligation after we are
gone.
There are scores of cases, which

almost invariably have a tragic
ending, that have arisen solely
because the person involved did not
attend to this very critical matter
during his or her lifetime. These cases
included a situation where a wealthy
person had a number of "adopted"
dogs running relatively freely and
happily together on a twenty-acre
ranch, which upon her death were
fenced and caged by bank trustees
who narrowly followed their tradi
tional responsibility of "preserving
and conserving the assets. " These
actions led to many years of tragic
isolation and distress for these
animals until their natural deaths.
There have also been cases in
which a person, knowing full well
that the pet was very old and
unadoptable and that no one could
properly attend to his special needs
and infirmities, simply stated in the
will that the animal should b e
humanely euthanized. However,
because there were no specific and
clear instructions and arrangements
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made in advance for someone to
perform this function immediately,
the case was bogged down in court
proceedings where executors asked
j udges to give them "instructions"
and "protective orders," which
resulted in a long period of anguish
for the pet and ended up as the
opposite of what the decedent had
in mind.
All of this leads to the conclusion
that alternative care must be in place
immediately--as soon as the person
dies or is no longer able to care
properly for the animal. A pet owner
usually best knows his or her own
pet's individual needs and is best
able to judge with whom, and in
what circumstances, the pet would
be most likely to be happy.
In spite of all these consider
ations, people all too frequently
place too much reliance upon
legalistic solutions to take care of
their pets after they die-making
conditional gifts in their will to care
for their animal or setting up trusts
with the animal as the beneficiary.
These solutions tend to be of
limited use for a number of reasons,
including the fact that only a
minority of states recognize or
enforce trusts having animals as
beneficiaries, or outright gifts to
animals, or conditional gifts to
another human being for the benefit
of the animal. Attempting to use
such legalistic solutions, particularly
when large sums of money or
property are diverted to the care of
an animal, sometimes invites legal
attack by relatives through a chal
lenge to the will in court.
The Humane Society of the
United States (HSUS) offers the

following recommendations to those
who are concerned about the care of
their companion animals after their
death or disability:
1 . While you are still healthy and well,
line up a friend or relative whose
personality and circumstances are
compatible with your pet and who is
willing to make a commitment to take
care of the pet for the rest of the
anim al's natural life. If such a person
does not readily come to mind, for the
sake of your pet, make a special effort
to locate and develop a relationship
with such a person.
2. Do not resort to trusts, conditional
gifts, or other more sophisticated legal
istic devices without consulting with a
local attorney who can advise you on
whether your state's law will recognize
and enforce such devices when an ani
mal is the beneficiary. Unless the
courts of your state have clearly recog
nized and enforced such trusts or other
. similar stratagems in favor of animals,
it is best to seek another solution. In
any event, even if a trust or some simi
lar legal vehicle is to be used, try to
choose a caring and knowledgeable
person either as trustee or to oversee
the trustee in matters concerning the
care of your beloved animals.
3 . Use your last will and testament, at
most, to confirm the transfer of the
animal to the person who has made a
commitment to providing alternative
care and to bequeath an outright gift of
money to that individual which, by a
prior understanding between the two
of you, will be used to take care of the
animal. In this event, you must make it
clear that the legal custody of the

animal has already been transferred
by an understanding which you
have with the person so that under
no circumstances does the matter of
transferring the animal to that
person become j ust one more item
that needs to go through court
proceedings. (Obviously, this
solution requires a high degree of
trust between you and the person
who will take care of your animal.)
4 . Do not leave your animals in the
care of an organization or institution
unless you have carefully investi
gated that organization and the
organization is committed to and
has demonstrated an ability to find a
non-institutionalized home for your
animal within a very short time after
your death and can guarantee
alternative care immediately after
your death, so that not even a day
will pass before the animal will have
the kind of individualized attention
he or she needs. Check with your
local humane society or animal
shelter and ask them if they can
fulfill this role and what their
provisions and requirements are,
5 . If the animal is extremely old or
in poor health, euthanasia may be
the most humane alternative. In
such a clear case, forcing an animal
to adjust to a new person or circum
stances can compound his or her
suffering, particularly when the
animal has j ust lost his or her own
cherished human companion. Ad
vance personal arrangements with a
friend or neighbor and a reliable
veterinarian or local animal shelter,
to be confirmed by clear directions
in your will, are also called for here . D

SURVEY REVEALS IOWA ANI
MAL SHELTER STATISTICS
'"T""1he Iowa Federation of Humane
1 Societies ( 1 1 66 W. Airline Hwy.,
Waterloo, IA 50703) recently sponsored
a statistical survey of the 23 animal
shelters and 1 3 8 "pounds" licensed by
the state of lowa. Facilities were asked to
provide data from the 1 9 9 1 twelve
month period. Over 70% of the facilities
responded, allowing projections to be
made for the entire state. Here's a quick
look at the statistics:
• Iowa sheltering facilities took in 32,237
cats, 72% ofwhom were stray or aban
doned. Of the total, 3% were claimed by
heir owners, 20% were adopted by new
owners, and 76% were euthanized (2%
at research facilities) . The ratio of
euthanized cats to adopted cats was 3.85.
• Iowa sheltering facilities took in 43,573
dogs, 72% ofwhom were stray or aban
doned. Of the total, 22% were claimed by
their owners, 25% were adopted, and 53%
were euthanized (4% at research facilities).
The ratio ofeuthanized dogs to adopted
dogs was 2. 15.
• Of 2 1 ,000 cats and dogs surrendered
by their owners, one out of every three
was a kitten or puppy. One out of every
five was surrendered for behavior
problems.
• Ofthe 48,000 cats and dogs euthanized,
one out of every four was a kitten or puppy.
• Iowa sheltering facilities held animals a
minimum of3 to 21 days (a mean of7 days)
before euthanasia, with 95% of the facilities
using lethal injections, and the remainder
using carbon monoxide or firearms. Of
those responding, 40% required adopted
animals to be sterilized. The total budget for
qJJ_ facilities exceeded $8 million.
The Progressive Animal Welfare Society
(PAWS) first undertook a similar sU1Vey for
the state ofWashington in 1 99 1 . PAWS's
SU1Vey reported that nearly 1 87,000 cats and

dogs were handled by Washington animal
shelters in 1 990. A follow-up sU1Vey found
that just under 1 80,000 animals were
handled by those same facilities in 1 99 1 , a
decrease of 5.8%. Most ofthat decrease was
attributed to a major educational effort
undertaken by PAWS in the Seattle area to
promote a local spay/neuter ordinance;
according to PAWS, animal shelters outside
of the Seattle area experienced a 9% increase
in incoming animals.
The HSUS encourages organizations
from other states to sponsor similar
studies in an effort to track trends in
animal overpopulation. Survey data can
be used to educate the media, the public,
D
and the state legislature.

SAGA HONORS EUTHANA
SIA TECHNICIAN
'"T""1 here is one job in the field of
l animal care and control that we
would like very much to eliminate," said
William Hurt Smith, director of The
HSUS' s Animal Control Academy and
board member of the Southeast Animal
Control Association (SACA). "That is
the position of euthanasia technician.
"The ET is the person who is likely
the most misunderstood employee in our
field-accused of laziness by those who
believe that if we would work harder we
could find homes for them all; thought
to be a bit sinister by those who charge
that we would rather kill animals than
give them away; denounced as hard
hearted, even cruel, by those who tell us
that they just could not do our job."
Thus began a speech made on June
26, 1 992. The occasion was the presenta
tion of the first annual SACA Outstanding
Euthanasia Technician of the Year Award.
Smith, who has been conducting eu
thanasia technician workshops for 1 2
years, explained, "What makes this long

SACA

Lisa Partiss accept:s her awardfrom Marc
Paulhus, HSUS vice presidentfor com
panion animals, and Bill Hurt Smith,
director ofthe HSUS Animal Control
Academy.
overdue award so special is that it is designed
to honor all persons who, in the course of
their job, must provide euthanasia for the
animals in their care. The person selecred re
ceives the award on behalf of every ET."
Lisa Partiss, an ET for three years at
Broward County Animal Control in Fort
Lauderdale, Florida, was this year's
recipient of a tuition-free, two-week
session at The HSUS' s Animal Control
Academy. Thanks to Schroer Manufac
turing Company/Shor-Line, Vortech
Pharmaceuticals/Fatal Plus, and an
anonymous donor, up to $ 1 ,500 dollars
will be provided for her transportation,
lodging, and meals.
If you know a euthanasia technician
working anywhere in the U.S. who
embodies the qualities of compassion and
excellence in their field and who you
would like to nominate to represent all
ETs in accepting the Barbara Hurt Smith
Award for Euthanasia Technician of
1 993, request an application from:
Awards Committee, Southeast Animal
Control Association, c/o Animal Control
Academy, 5 1 26-A McFarland Blvd.,
East, Tuscaloosa, AL 35405.
D
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ANOTHER
PRE-EXPO
SEMINAR
PLANNED

E

or animal care and control profes
sionals planning to attend the
Animal Care Expo '93 (March 1 7-20,
1 99 3 , in Orlando, Florida) , a new
pre-Expo seminar-Disaster Planning
and Preparedness-has been added.
This seminar, which costs $50, and
the other two seminar/workshops to
be offered-Pet First Aid and CPR
($99) , and Euthanasia: The Human
Factor ($50)-will be held the day of
March 1 7th.
The seminar for disaster planning
and preparedness was designed in the
wake of Hurricane Andrew to help
animal care and control shelters know
what to do before disasters-such as
hurricanes, tornados, floods, forest
fires, oil spills, and chemical or
nuclear contamination-occur. The
focus will be on local shelter prepara
tion and coordination with other local
organizations such as the Red Cross,
the Army, the National Guard,
veterinarians, groomers, boarding
kennels, wildlife rehabilitators, zoos,
and other local shelters . Emphasis will
be placed on preparing the shelter
even before the threat of a disaster.
If animal care and control profes
sionals have suggestions for topics to
be covered by the seminar, they may
call Nicholas Gilman, HSUS Field
Representative, at (202) 452- 1 1 00.
To register for this or one of the
other two seminars, call 800-248EXPO (national) or 7 1 4-338- 1 1 92
(international) . The registration
deadline for the seminars, and for the
early registration ($ 1 8) to Expo '93, is
January 1 5 , 1 99 3 .
D

PROVIDE ADOPTERS WITH
INSTANT 1.D. TAGS

H

elp dog and cat adopters become
responsible pet owners the minute
they leave the shelter by providing their
new companions with instant, write-on
identification tags.
Produced by the Merion Station Mail
Order Company, Write-On! tags provide
immediate identification-and safety
for the pet just leaving the shelter. Pet
information is written on the tag before
the tag is folded and "locked" closed,
keeping the information clean inside.
Made of a tough plastic resin, the tempo
rary tags will last until the pet owner
obtains permanent, engraved tags.
Write-On! tags are also ideal for
traveling. They make it easy to provide a
local and/ or emergency address and
phone number on the pet.
Humane agencies can order Write-On!
tags for $20 per 1 00 with a minimum
order of 1 00, postage paid. Just mention
this Shelter Sense article to receive that
price. For shelters that order 5,000 or
more tags, Merion Station will privately
label the tags with the agency name on
one side at a cost of $ 1 5 per hundred.
Other bulk rates are available.
For more information or to order,
contact Merion Station Mail Order
Company, P.O. Box 1 00, Merion
Station, PA 1 9066; (800) 333-TAGS or
(2 1 5) 642- 1 000. For a free sample, send a
self-addressed, stamped envelope to that
D
address.
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"Shelter Shop " is provided as an information service to
subscribers and readers. The HSUS does not endorse any
products and services except its own, nor can HSUS be
responsible for any problems with vendors or their
products and services.

SECONDARY SCHOOL TEXT
MAY HELP HUMANE EDU
CATORS
l...Jumane societies
rllooking for a well
rounded, all-encom
passing textbook to use
in their secondary
humane education
programs may have
found their resources
limited. However, a
new book entitled Animals in Society, by
Zoe Weil, can make things much easier.
This is one of the first school texts that
covers the complex issues of animal use in
contemporary society.
From companion animals to wild
animals, from animals raised for food
production to those used in entertain
ment and experimentation, Animals in
Society offers a thorough and thought
provoking introduction to humankind's
treatment of and relationship with
animals.
Each chapter of the 1 26-page paper
back includes challenging questions and
imaginative projects, and the book's
appendices provide resources for further
research and exploration. It encourages
students to explore our culture's unspo
ken assumptions about animals and to
develop their own opinions through
examination of the various perspectives
outlined in the book.
Animals in Society is available to
shelters and humane organizations at the
following rates: 1 -4 copies, $5.95 each
including postage; 5-12, $3.95 each plus
$3.25 postage; 1 3-24, $3.50 each plus
$4.25 postage; 25-50, $2.95 each plus
$5 .25 postage; over 50, $2.95 each plus
$7.25 postage. Contact Animalearn/
MVS, 80 1 Old York Rd., Ste. 204,
Jenkintown, PA 1 9046- 1 685 to order
D
books or for more information.
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Rep roducible

This message can be clipped out and rep roduced in
quantity by your local printer for distribution at many
community locations, or it can be run in local
newspapers or your organization '.r newsletter.

Here's the
part of a
fur coat
most people
never see.

Not a pretty sight, is it? Tiris ad makes you
want to turn your head. There's nothing pretty about
the kind of agony that any animal caught in a steel
j aw trap experiences.
Try to imagine the pain these animals feel when
out of the blue, steel jaws clamp so tightly around
them that they go beyond the skin and muscle, to the
bone. The pain and terror sometimes drive animals
to gnaw off their own limbs to escape. Others wait,
sometimes days, for the end to misery that comes
with tl1e death the trapper brings . Traps show no pity
and no judgment-tl1ey catch whatever walks into
tl1em, even family pets .
If you ever thought a fur coat or fur trim was
pretty, think of the animals who died to make tliat
coat, and think of tl1eir pain. Then a fur coat will just
look pretty ugly.
The Hmnane Society of the United States is
working to end the use of steel-jaw traps in tllis comi
try. We're convincing people that, when they choose
to wear fur, animals suffer and die, needlessly. We
need your help. Don't buy a fur. And, the next time
someone says fur is pretty, show that person tllis ad.

For more i.nfonnation on how you can save fm
animals and om pets from su�h cruelty, write:
The Humane Society of the Unitei States
2100 L Street, N\V, Washington, DC 20037.
.\ame

�
�

The Humane Society of the United States
2100 L Street, NW, Washington, DC 20037

Address
City

State

Zip

ANNOUNCING
The Year of the Cat

• • •

T

he nation's four largest animal protection organizations have
united to proclaim 1 993 "The Year of the Cat" in an effort to
educate people nationwide about the rewards and responsibilities of
owning domestic cats.

The Humane Society of the United States (HSUS) , the ASPCA, the
Massachusetts SPCA, and the American Humane Association (AHA)
are inviting local humane societies, animal shelters, and veterinarians
to j oin in promoting this effort. The goal is to present the facts and
dispel the myths about cats, who are often perceived as mysterious
and frightening creatures who do not require much care or attention.
By proclaiming 1 993 as The Year of the Cat, the four organizations
hope to curb abuse and neglect of domestic cats and to further
encourage responsible pet ownership.

THE CAT
© 1 992 AttA/ASPCA/HSUS/MSPCA

��UG1 �
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Shelter Sense.

The Humane Society of the United States
21 00 L Street, NW
Washi ngton, D.C. 20037
Address Correction Requested

Staff of local humane agencies should watch the mail for a special
campaign packet that explains the campaign and includes useful
materials. The packet will include a cover letter, a sample proclama
tion, logo slicks, a list of suggested activities, a myths and facts
brochure, and an order form for additional materials. The campaign
poster and brochure will feature whimsical drawings by Suzy Becker,
author and illustrator of All I Need To Know I Learnedfrom My Cat.
Look for more details in an upcoming issue of Shelter Sense, or write to
Year ofthe Cat, The HSUS, 2 1 00 L St., NW, Washington, D. C. 2003 7.
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